
ATM Intellect 9.0

Release notes 

16.11.2016 AxxonSoft releases version 9.0 of Intellect-based bank 
security software package 

New features and improvements 
1. ATM Intellect Workstation and ATM Intellect Workstation TC can now operate as 

service. 
2. VPipeServer module can now operate as service.
3. ATM Intellect PRO can connect to ATM Intellect Workstation not via IP address only 

but via DNS name.  
4. ATM receipts captioning is enabled for CUSTOM VKP-80II-UE-EM00041 thermal 

receipt printer.
5. ATM Event Capture module can now get a bank card number from the ATM log 

(TellMe and MAK3 software) – not reading a card inserted into a card reader.
6. XFS version 3.30 is now supported by ATM Event Capture module.

Fixes 
1. Fixed bug that caused ATM Intellect Workstation TC installation fail. 
2. Fixed bug that caused old versions of ATM Intellect Pro not to get video frames or 

fragments if the camera 2 or later was selected.
3. Fixed bug that caused search by captions and video fragments malfunction when 

addressing old versions of ATM Intellect Pro operating on Microsoft Access.
4. Fixed bug caused the calendar not to appear when double-clicking the date area in 

the Live video image playback window in the video archive mode.
5. Fixed bug when the width and height of the Search in archive interface object didn’t 

match actual values specified in the settings. 
6. Fixed bug that caused Intellect not to start when ATM Intellect and Monitoring were 

cooperating in the distributed architecture.
7. Fixed bug that caused ATM Intellect to be installed in the update mode when 

Monitoring is already installed. As a result, ATM Intellect failed to install and it could 
not be removed from the system.
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8. Fixed periodic error happened when the Surveillance object disappeared in the 
object tree in Intellect but stayed in the ATM Monitoring interface object when being 
deleted on ATM Intellect Workstation. 

9. Fixed bug that caused Surveillance object not to operate when its previously saved 
configuration was loaded.

10.Several minor bugs have been fixed.
11. Documentation has been updated.
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